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Abstract—A unified framework is presented in order to build
lattice constellations matched to both the Rayleigh fading channel
and the Gaussian channel. The method encompasses the situa-
tions where the interleaving is done on the real components or on
two-dimensional signals. In the latter case, a simple construction
of lattices congruent to the densest binary lattices with respect to
the Euclidean distance is proposed. It generalizes, in a sense to be
clarified later, the structural construction proposed by Forney.
These constellations are next combined with coset codes. The
partitioning rules and the gain formula are similar to those used
for the Gaussian channel.

Index Terms—Coset codes, diversity, fading channels, lattices,
number fields.

I. INTRODUCTION

ON a fading channel, errors occur systematically when the
channel is in a deep fade. In this case, the transmitted

information is lost for the receiver. However, if the receiver
can be provided with several replicas of the information which
have been subjected to independent fadings, an appropri-
ate combination of the replicas can restore the information.
There are several diversity techniques by which the receiver
can be provided with independently fading replicas of the
information-bearing signal. In the case of time diversity, the
replicas of the signal are transmitted at different times. The
time interval between each of these transmissions is longer
than the coherence time of the channel so that for each of
the transmission time slots the attenuation factors (or channel
states) can be considered as independent. Analogously, in
frequency diversity, the signal is transmitted on different
frequency bands separated by at least the coherence bandwidth.
In both cases, the diversity techniques can be represented as
repetition coding and interleaving in time and frequency of
the replicas. These methods improve the error rate at the
expense of spectral efficiency. We have introduced in [1] a
new approach for designing signal sets at high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). This method has no detrimental effect on spectral
efficiency and it provides the receiver with an order of diver-
sity dependent on the number of dimensions of the symbol
constellation. It is based on a geometric formulation of the
constellation design problem. The sphere packing formulation
for the Gaussian channel is produced as a special case and
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the results given by this approach for the Rayleigh fading
channel (RFC) were first presented in [2]. Specifically, we
have shown that the design lattice problem is tantamount to the
determination of an admissible lattice of a bodydependent
on the channel. A lattice is -admissible when
where is the origin. In the Gaussian case,is a sphere. When
specialized to the case of a perfectly interleaved/de-interleaved
Rayleigh fading channel with ideal channel state information,
a suitable upper bound on the pairwise error probability gives

when the interleaving is performed over coordinates, and

where when the interleaving is performed on
two–dimensional (2-D) symbols.

Admissibility for a lattice is desirable because it guarantees
that any constellation carved out of offers an th-order
diversity on the Rayleigh fading channel. In this paper, we
give a unified construction for - and -admissible lattices.
In Section V, we show in which way -dimensional lattice
constellations, matched for both the Rayleigh fading channel
and the Gaussian channel, can be built with full diversity on
the fading channel. These constellations are-admissible.
In Section VI, we give an alternative construction to the
one proposed in [14] in order to build -admissible lattices
congruent to the densest lattices with respect to the Euclidean
distance, i.e., good lattices on the Gaussian channel. They
yield an th-order diversity. The construction does not need
advanced tools from number field theory and follows the
structural construction proposed by Forney in [5].

Coset codes have been used on the Rayleigh fading chan-
nel in order to increase the diversity order. Since diversity
can be obtained with properly designed lattice constellations,
we would rather combine admissible constellations on the
Rayleigh fading channel with coset codes in a similar way
as for the Gaussian channel. In Section VII, the partitioning
rules and the coding gain are studied and the theoretical results
are compared with computer simulations.

II. A DMISSIBLE SIGNAL SET

Let be the constellation containing the two-dimensional
signal points and only. At the output of the transmission
channel, upon observation of the-dimensional vector , the
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decision on the transmitted signal is based on the maximization
of a metric with Under this decision rule,
we may define the pairwise error probability as
the probability that is larger than when is
transmitted. Finally, we introduce the mappingon
where or

if
if

We take liberty in referring to as the pairwise error prob-
ability function.

Let , an index set, be a finite signal set
with equiprobable signals. If the pairwise error probability

between any two different signals is smaller
than then, by means of the union bound, the symbol error
probability is upper-bounded by

Considering this bound, a signal set is said to be “-
admissible” if for any pair , the pairwise error
probability is smaller than

Let be an arbitrary -dimensional point. By means
of the mapping we define the set of the nonadmissible points
with respect to as

We assume in the following that is an open set, if it
is not the case, then we take its topological interior. With
these notations, the signal setis -admissible if each region

contains only one signal from , this signal being
.

A. Geometrical Properties

Before we tailor our analysis to the Rayleigh fading channel,
we will discuss in greater detail the concept of admissibility.
We show here how most of the ideas introduced by Forney in
[4] can be translated in terms of admissible constellations.
This is not surprising since both concepts are geometrical
and it points to a construction technique similar to that of
geometrically uniform signal sets.

Let be the set of permutations of the-dimensional vector
space leaving the pairwise error probability unchanged.

is a subgroup of the group of the permutations of
under composition.

When the Gaussian channel is considered, is a
function of the Euclidean distance between and

Consequently, the elements of are the isometries of
and is the open ball centered at with radius depending
on and on the variance of the noise.

If and is in then the set of nonadmissible
points with respect to and the set of nonadmissible points
with respect to are closely related. In fact, we have

Proposition 1:

Proof:

Based on this property, we are now in a position to build
an admissible constellation. Let be a subgroup of and

an arbitrary fixed point. The orbit of under the
action of is defined as

We have
Proposition 2: The signal set is admissible if and only

if
Proof: The direct implication is obvious. For the con-

verse, let , we have for some in
and

because Hence, is admissible.
Proposition 2 asserts that the admissibility at is tanta-

mount to the admissibility of Besides, if is a normal
subgroup of and is admissible then is also
admissible whichever is considered, i.e., if the “center”
of the constellation is moved to another point of we still
obtain an admissible constellation. Whenreduces to the set
of translations, a subgroup of such that is admissible
should be obtained is the origin).

B. Translation Invariance

We specialize our analysis to the case of a mappingwhich
is translation-invariant.

so that from Proposition 1, we have
1) The Packing Formulation:Let be an open subset of

The system consisting of the translates is
called a -packing of if for any two distinct points

, the sets and are disjoint. We assume
now that is open, bounded,convex, and -symmetric, i.e.,

for all
Proposition 3: A signal set , finite or not, is -admissible

if and only if is a packing of
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Fig. 1. A general baseband transmission model.

Proof:

Suppose that is -admissible and let and be two
distinct points in then , hence,

Therefore, is a packing of The converse is
similar.

Consequently, the constellation design problem for the
Gaussian channel is tantamount to the sphere packing problem
at high SNR since this channel is translation invariant and the
Euclidean ball is convex and -symmetric.

2) The Lattice Design Problem:In view of Proposition 2,
we restrict ourselves to signal sets carved out of lattices in
order to draw benefit from the translation invariance and we
have

Proposition 4: A lattice , i.e., a discrete subgroup of
, or any of its translates is -admissible if and

only if
In order to minimize energy, we want to maximize the

number of lattice points per unit volume. This is obtained by
choosing an -admissible lattice of which the determinant is
minimum.

Admissibility is a notion borrowed from the geometry of
numbers [7]. When is -symmetric, Malher’s selection the-
orem asserts that if there exists an-admissible lattice, then
there exists an -admissible lattice with minimal determinant,
called a critical lattice of Such a lattice is not necessarily
unique. Hence in the language of the geometry of numbers,the
lattice design problem is tantamount to determining a critical
lattice of provided that is -symmetric.

If in addition, is convex, a critical lattice of achieves
the maximum density of a lattice packing of as a
consequence of Proposition 3. In the Gaussian case, for
example, our formulation reduces to the lattice packing of
spheres.

III. A C ASE OF STUDY: THE FADING CHANNELS

A. The Pairwise Error Probability

A general transmission model is shown in Fig. 1. Corre-
sponding to the input vector the channel
outputs the sequencewhose th coordinate is related to
by

where

• is a random amplitude describing the slow fading
effect. We assume that the random fading phase has been
compensated for. The amplitude is Rician-distributed
with normalized probability density function

elswhere

and The model is characterized by the
ratio When , we have the Rayleigh
statistical model and when , we obtain the AWGN
model.

• is a sample of a zero-mean white Gaussian noise
process. The components are either real or complex zero-
mean values with variance in the real case and
in the complex case.

The channel input alphabet comprises signal symbols
with average energy per dimension The signal-to-noise
ratio is then defined as

We assume that the channel is memoryless by means of perfect
interleaving/de-interleaving. The components are real, i.e.,

, when the interleaving is performed at the coordinate
level and complex, i.e., , when the interleaving is done
over the complex symbols. After de-interleaving and when
the channel state information is ideally known, the maximum-
likelihood detection involves the minimization of the following
metric:

over all the vectors in the constellation. The Chernoff bound
technique proposed by Divsalar and Simon [8] can be used to
upper-bound the pairwise error probability, which leads to

(1)

where

The notation denotes the absolute value or the modulus,
depending on whether or When
(Rayleigh channel) (1) simplifies to

(2)
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Fig. 2. Behavior ofS":

When (AWGN channel), (1) is the Bhattacharyya
bound.

Although (1) is not the exact expression of the pairwise error
probability, the framework of Section II is applicable but the
performance may not be optimal. The function may
be viewed as the pairwise error probability of some fictitious
channel worse than the fading channel. In this respect, an
admissible constellation for the fictitious channel is admissible
for the fading channel. In view of Section II-B, we look for
a critical lattice of the star body

where or

The size of is actually larger than needed. Fig. 2 represents
the curve for different values of with

and real components. Observe that
is not necessarily convex; in that case, we remind that the

packing formulation does not apply.

B. The Lattice Design Problem

1) Asymptotic Values:

• When approaches infinity (Gaussian channel), the body
is a sphere and we have already mentioned in Section

II-B that the lattice design problem is tantamount to the
lattice packing of spheres.

• If the shadowing is severe and approaches, the body
is a scaled version of

where when the interleaving is performed over
coordinates and when it is done on 2-D symbols.

Observe that where

If is -admissible, then it is -admissible and goes to
as decreases. Besides, any pair of channel symbols picked

out of have all their coordinates distinct in, hence any
constellation carved out of the latticeprovides an th-order
diversity, i.e., the pairwise error probability varies inversely
with At low error rate, the design of a lattice matched
to the Rayleigh fading channel reduces to finding a critical
lattice of

If the components are real (interleaving over the coordi-
nates), we write

(3)

When the interleaving is performed on 2-D symbols, we write

(4)

where with standing for
The effective construction of an -admissible lattice is

not easy. Techniques from number theory are proposed to
overcome this difficulty. This problem is treated in Section
IV.

2) The Rician Channel : The characteristic of
the Rician fading channel lies between the Gaussian channel
and the Rayleigh fading channel. When the components are
real, this intermediate position is illustrated by Fig. 2. When

, it clearly suggests to approximate the set of
nonadmissible points with respect to the origin by a diamond

A critical lattice of the diamond is

The corresponding packing density gain over with respect
to the -norm is 3 dB. Indeed, the lattice yields about
3-dB gain over on the Rician channel when The

-dimensional crosspolytope is

is the unit ball for the -norm. As such it is convex.
A good lattice for the Rician channel is expected to be a
dense packing lattice of crosspolytopes, i.e., a dense lattice
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with respect to the -norm. Construction of such lattices and
their performance on the Rician channel are studied in [9],
[2], [10].

IV. A FAMILY OF -ADMISSIBLE LATTICES

The algebraic norm at first appears in solving problems such
as simple cases of the Fermat theorem, for example,find all
integer solutions of , for The introduction
of the number field turns the
problem into a multiplicative one in the ring of Gaussian
integers Besides, it is usual
to represent by its embedding in the two dimensional real
space Actually, these two facts are tightly related and can
be generalized in higher dimension. These are the key ideas of
what follows. The lattice design problem leads us to consider
a multiplicative expression on as given by (3) and (4). For
each point we set

In fact, this expression looks as if it were contrived to agree
with the field norm, the analog of the modulus in as we
shall see. We first review some basic definitions from field
theory and we give the key results needed for the construction
that we propose. Some of them are far from easy even though
they may look natural to a certain extent. Proofs can be found
in [11], [12].

A. Some Useful Definitions and Results

In what follows is always the field of real numbers or
the field of complex numbers. The capital letterdenotes
the ring of ordinary integers when and or

with if
Whatever the situation here, the ring is Euclidean. Finally

denotes the quotient field of , i.e.,

A field is said to be an extension of provided that is
a subfield of An element is said to be algebraic over

provided that is the root of some nonzero polynomial
, the ring of polynomials with coefficients in If

can be chosen monic with coefficients in, the number
is integral over Apart from these definitions, we need the
following results.

Let be integral over

• There is an irreducible monic polynomial
uniquely determined by the condition that ,
and called the minimal polynomial of

• If , the polynomial has distinct roots
in denoted by

Let ; it is an integral over and over as
a root of However, the minimal polynomial of

depends on . If we set , then ,
while over , we have

• The set

is an -dimensional vector space over with
as a basis. In addition, it is an extension

field of
• There are exactly embeddings of in which fix

pointwise. Each of them is uniquely determined by
sending to any one of its conjugates

By means of these embeddings two mathematical objects
relevant for our problem can be built:

• a mapping is obtained by sending each
on the -tuple This mapping is

an additive homomorphism with trivial kernel. As such, it
preserves the additive structure and the dimension. Hence,
an -module of rank in is mapped onto an -module
of rank in

• the norm of is defined as

As we mentioned before, the mappingand the algebraic
norm should be compared with the canonical embedding of

in and the modulus. Proposition 5 is central to our
construction. Its proof can be found in [11] when and
it is generalized in [12].

Proposition 5:

Let be the set of elements of which are integral
over Then

i) the norm of is an element of ;
ii) is a ring, called the number ring of over ;
iii) is a free module of rank over

B. Two Cases of Interest

• When and is totally real, i.e., when
are real numbers, then ranges in and

Proposition 5 states that

the norm of is an nonzero ordinary
integer, hence

is a free module of rank over , i.e., a lattice
of , denoted by

Combining these two results, we obtain that the embedding
of the number ring of a totally real number field of degree
is -admissible. The densest lattices obtained by this way are
given in [1]. Simulation results confirm that the constellations
carved out of such lattices offer anth-order diversity and lead
to considerable gain over on the Rayleigh fading channel.

• In the case that or , we have

the norm of belongs to and it is
nonzero, hence
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because the modulus of a nonzero Gaussian integer or
of a nonzero Eisenstein integer is a nonzero ordinary
integer.

, denoted by , is a free module of rank over
, i.e., it can be written as where is

an invertible matrix with complex coefficients,
called a generating matrix of

Using these two results, we have obtained a family of
-admissible lattices. A mapping is obtained

by sending each -tuple of complex numbers
where to the -tuple of real numbers

When or ,
this mapping can be applied to ; it yields a lattice of

denoted by A constellation carved out of
yields an th-order diversity on the Rayleigh fading channel.
In Section VI we propose an alternative construction to the
method initiated by Craig [13] and applied by Boutroset al.
[14] in order to build rotated versions of the densest lattices
with respect to the Euclidean norm.

V. OF -ADMISSIBLE LATTICE

The foregoing development could be made more general.
Since the proposed applications are restricted to the situation
where interleaving is performed at the coordinate level, we
specialize it to -admissible lattices. The embedding of
the number ring of a totally real number field yields an -
admissible lattice with low sphere packing density as pointed
out in [2]. This consideration has motivated Boutroset al. to re-
lax the requirement on diversity and investigate-admissible
lattices, the diversity of which is halved when compared to

-admissible lattices. They built a rotated version of the
densest lattices with respect to the Euclidean distance out
of which they carved constellations with good properties on
both the Gaussian channel (a high sphere packing density)
and the Rayleigh fading channel (an th-order diversity).
This section is aimed at finding a way to increase the sphere
packing density of -admissible lattices in order to build
constellations with good properties on the Gaussian channel
(a high sphere packing density) and anth-order diversity on
the Rayleigh fading channel. For this purpose, we characterize
equivalent lattices on the Rayleigh fading channel and we
show that inside the set of the lattices equivalent to, the
lattice is the worst regarding the sphere packing density.
These facts naturally point to a lattice equivalent to with
maximal sphere packing density. The method is illustrated by
several examples.

A. Equivalent Lattices on the Rayleigh Fading Channel (RFC)

An -admissible lattice with generating matrix
is such that

Let An matrix
determines a homogeneous form of degree

defined by

We say that two lattices and are equivalent and we
write if there exist a generating matrix of and
a generating matrix of such that
Observe that if for all in
then all over hence, equality holds
all over

Lemma 1: Let be an invertible matrix such
that Then where is diagonal
with determinant and is a matrix of permutation.

Proof: The mapping

defines a linear form the kernel of which is an hyperplane
denoted by If , then
hence

where is the th coordinate hyperplane Therefore,
is equal to one of the , hence Defining

such that , we have

hence is a permutation of and

Proposition 6: Two equivalent lattices and have the
same performance over the Rayleigh fading channel at high
SNR.

Proof: Since and are equivalent, there exist a
generating matrix of and a generating matrix of
such that hence
From the lemma above, where is diagonal
with determinant and is the matrix of some permutation.
Therefore, the pairwise error probability functions of and

have the same distribution and
It is, therefore, natural to consider lattices up to equivalence.

B. Examples

Let be the embedding of the number ring of some
totally real number field. Since we wish to improve the proper-
ties of on the Gaussian channel, we need to determine the
densest lattices with respect to the Euclidean distance inside
the set of the lattices equivalent to The ratio

can be used to evaluate the sphere packing density of a lattice
We have
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Proposition 7: The sphere packing density of is
lower-bounded by This statement may be rephrased
as: the lattice has the lowest sphere packing density inside

Proof: Since , the two lattices and have the
same fundamental volume. Besides, any-admissible lattice
in is such that is greater than the minimal distance
between the origin and the boundary of, i.e.,

Let be a generating matrix of
and denote the diagonal matrix Using
Lemma 1 and Proposition 7, we ought to findsuch that i)

and ii) is as large as possible.
We propose three examples to illustrate the method.

• The ring of algebraic integers of is
and the embedding of in is

Hence, the lattice is generated by and
i.e.,

with

Fig. 3 shows and the effect of the multiplication
by on the lattice points: the points
are moved along the curves The maximum
of the sphere packing density is instead of

It is obtained for

These values yield two lattices congruent to (see Fig.
3(a)). More explicitely, we have

where

and

The subscript indicates that these lattices offer a second-
order diversity on the Rayleigh fading channel. It has been
previously observed by Boull´e in [3] that should be
rotated by in order to get full diversity.

The periodic behavior of the curve
shown on Fig. 4 originates from the structure of the

multiplicative group of units in a number ring. This results
from the Dirichlet’s unit theorem [11] which describes the
organization of the lattice points on the curve
In spite of its interest, we do not give this result in order
not to obscure this paper with mathematics.

• The case of the ring of algebraic integers of
is similar in principle. The number ring of is

and its embedding in is

Hence, the lattice is generated by and ,
i.e.,

with

Fig. 4 shows the effect of the multiplication by on
the lattice density. The maximum of the sphere packing
density is instead of
It is obtained for There is
only one corresponding lattice which is congruent
to the hexagonal lattice (see Fig. 3(b)). Specifically,
we have

where

• Finally, we show how a rotated version of the Schläfli
lattice can be found by this way with the ring of
algebraic integers of In that case,

and the lattice is generated
by

where The effect of the multiplication by
on the lattices points is again periodic. The maximum

of the sphere packing density is , instead
of For example, it is obtained with

where and

This -tuple yields , a lattice congruent to the Schläfli
lattice , with a fourth-order diversity on the Rayleigh
fading channel. We have where

is a similitude. Numerically,

where

The error curves obtained with constellations carved out of
and for a normalized rate of 2 bits/dim are

shown on Fig. 5(a) and (b). In Section VII, we shall combine
these constellations with coset codes. We conjecture that the
standard embedding of the ring of algebraic integers of
with
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a)�O and the effect of the multiplication byD���: (b) �O and the effect of the multiplication byD���:
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Fig. 4. 2(D����O ) and 2(D����O ) as a function of�:

can be used to find a congruent lattice of with an eighth-
order diversity and that this can be generalized with

VI. OF -ADMISSIBLE LATTICE

A. Desirable Features

Recently, Boutroset al. have pointed out that the method
proposed by Craig [13] can be further applied to construct
the densest binary lattices. This method yields-dimensional
lattices with built-in diversity of order and good distance
properties. In the remainder of the paper, we propose a simpler
construction from which the Barnes–Wall lattices and the
ternary lattices as defined by Forney [5], [6] can be built. The
principal purpose of this section is to obtain a unitary matrix
that rotates into a lattice with an th-order diversity on
the Rayleigh fading channel.

For example, the Barnes–Wall lattices are a sub--module
of the -fold Cartesian product Geometrically, their
metric properties are obtained by endowing with its
canonical Hermitian structure

The Cartesian product can be rewritten as an orthogonal
direct sum

(5)

We have already noticed that the number ringof an -
dimensional extension of is a free module of rank
over (see Proposition 5), i.e., there exist in
such that arises as the direct sum

hence its embedding in is

(6)

Both (5) and (6) are formally very similar and one may
wonder what is preventing from having a sub- module
congruent to the -dimensional Barnes–Wall lattice. Observe
that the sum (5) is an orthogonal direct sum whereas it is only
direct in (6). If the family can be made
orthonormal with respect to the canonical Hermitian structure
of then and are congruent; we shall say that the
embedding is isometric. In that case, there is a similarity,
the matrix of which is denoted by, such that
Besides, if is a generating matrix over of some lattice

, then is a sublattice of congruent to
As such

• from the properties of , any constellation carved out
of offers an th-order diversity.
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• since and are congruent, they have the same
properties over the Gaussian channel.

B. The Construction

We now look for a sufficient condition for the embedding
to be isometric. The following lemma recalls simple properties
of polynomials which will prove useful in the following.

Lemma 2: Let be the roots over of
where and Then

if (7)

(8)

Proof: This fact stems from the properties of theth
roots of unity in , specifically

where and
The cyclotomic fields exert a great deal of control over

algebraic number theory in general. For example, when trans-
mission occurs on a Rayleigh fading channel, the decoding of
a constellation carved out of a latticecan be eased if has a
circulant generating matrix [2]. In fact, it is a theorem that for

to have a circulant generating matrix, the number field
needs to be contained in a cyclotomic field. Let be a th
primitive root of unity. The field is called a cyclotomic
extension of order The dimension of a cyclotomic extension
over is related to the Euler function which assigns to each
positive integer the number of integers such that

and For example, for every prime, we
have and if and are relatively prime,
then Finally, the number ring of

over is Two situations are of special interest,
Situation 1: If then is contained in

, specifically, the field is an extension of order

of The number ring of over is
An integral basis of over is Con-
sequently, a generating matrix of the embedding of
in is the Vandermonde matrix

VDM

where are the roots of the minimal
polynomial of over In short,

Situation 2: If then is
contained in and is an extension of order

of The number ring of over is
An integral basis of is hence,

a generating matrix of the embedding of in is
again the Vandermonde matrix

VDM

where are the roots of the minimal
polynomial of over and we have

Both facts can be derived from the key results gathered in
section 4.1 and from the fact that if is an extension field of

then the dimension of as a vector space over is the
product of the dimension of over by the dimension of

over Finally, the minimal polynomials are derived by
factorizing in in the first case, and in in
the second instance.

Proposition 8: The matrix is unitary.
Proof: Let denote

the th column of From (6), we have

and orthogonality stems from (5)

if

Proposition 8 says that and are congruent in the
first situation whereas and are congruent in the
second one.

C. Examples

Situation 1 (cont.): In the case of Situation 1 where
, lattices congruent to the Barnes–Wall lattices

and their principal sublattices can be easily obtained. If
is the Barnes–Wall lattices of dimension or some of its
sublattices, then is a congruent version of which
offers an th-order diversity on the Rayleigh fading channel
instead of the one-order diversity of the standard version. For
example, with denoting the Gaussian integer we have:

Following [5], the lattice arises as

Applying the method described in Section VI-B with
, a congruent version of with diversity on

the Rayleigh fading channel is where

with

As for , the construction also naturally points to
structural decomposition

where is the binary repetition code. With a slight
modification of the trellis diagram of , we can represent

by a two section-trellis diagram (see Fig. 6(a)). It is
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based upon the Cartesian product of two binary partitions
of and properly embedded in , namely,

The lattice is obtained as

or as

A congruent version of , denoted by , with diver-
sity on the Rayleigh fading channel is therefore

where

with

Again can be represented by a four section-trellis
diagram (see Fig. 6(b)) similar to that of

These congruent versions of the Barnes–Wall lattices are
based upon the Cartesian product of the following binary
partitions rather than from repeated binary partition of
that would lead to a one-order diversity on the Rayleigh fading
channel

...

Besides, the trellis diagram of the congruent version is almost
identical to the trellis of its standard counterpart as described
in [5].

Situation 2 (cont.): In that case
and and are congruent. It is known that coset
code construction based upon repeated ternary partitions of
the hexagonal lattice generates and in
particular. Congruent versions of these lattices can be obtained
in the same way as before as

and Each of
them offers an th-order diversity on the Rayleigh fading
channel and their code formula representations still hold. For
example [6], the lattice can be written as

where and is the
ternary repetition code. Hence, arises as

where

and

Again this congruent version of can be represented by a
three section-trellis diagram as shown in Fig. 6(c). Instead of
being constructed from repeated ternary partition of the
lattice is based upon the Cartesian product of the three
following ternary partitions properly embedded in

VII. COSET CODES ON CONSTELLATIONS

MATCHED TO THE RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL

A. The Partitioning Rules

On the Gaussian channel, a coset code, with good Euclidean
distance properties relies upon a partition of the signal set
with minimum distance at a given partition level as large as
possible. On the Rayleigh fading channel, the situation is very
different in the sense that we cannot use any norm to evaluate
the separation between two symbols, but still it is similar in
principle since we want to group signals into subsets with
minimal component product as large as possible.
Here as well, number field theory provides an appropriate tool
to increase the minimal component product, while keeping
the constellation expansion under control. In what follows, we
shall keep the notation introduced in Section IV-B. We denote
by the number ring over of some finite extension
of of degree The embedding of in is denoted by

and is written
We work with rather than with its embedding for

grouping the symbols, i.e., the elements of, into subsets
with large minimal algebraic norm. We recall that the algebraic
norm is multiplicative, that is, , hence, if

is some algebraic integer,

Multiplication by provides an algebraic means to system-
atically partition and guarantee a good minimal algebraic
norm. Hence, we study the additive groups sandwiched be-
tween and

We recall that the number ring is a free -module of rank
and so is , therefore, any -module sandwiched between
and is a free -module of rank over Besides, if

is an -basis of then the matrix , the
columns of which are , generates , i.e.,

hence, is an -basis of , and a
generating matrix of is where

Since and are isomorphic, the index of
in is if and it is

if or For
example, if and then the partition is
two way.
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(a)

Fig. 5. Bit-error rate on the Rayleigh fading channel (spectral efficiency:� = 2). (a) ZZZ2-type constellations.

Finally, let be some index set. An additive group sand-
wiched between and can be represented by means of
the code formula

where is a subgroup of , i.e., a code over
Nevertheless, all the sets obtained in this way are not neces-
sarily -modules.

As far as its effect on the Euclidean distance is concerned,
the multiplication by in a number field is not
easily analyzed in general because the algebraic norm and the

Euclidean distance cannot be related. Nonetheless, whenis
chosen in and are congruent and we have

(9)

B. The Coding Gain on the Rayleigh Fading Channel

The coding gain is determined by the coder and the subset
partitioning. A simple expression for the gain has been ob-
tained on the Gaussian channel [5] and we look for a similar
expression on the Rayleigh channel in this section. For this
purpose, we define the following three parameters:
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(b)

Fig. 5. (Continued.)Bit-error rate on the Rayleigh fading channel (spectral efficiency:� = 2). (b) ZZZ4-type constellations.

• The partitioning gain:

(10)

• The diversity gain:
At high SNR, we recall that the pairwise error proba-

bility simplifies as given in (2)

because the coordinates of two different channel symbols
picked in are all distinct. Hence, if and

are two symbol sequences then

The Hamming weight of is the cardinality
of the support of We denote by the minimal
Hamming distance of the code The diversity gain
arises from the fact that when an incorrect path is selected,
the number of erroneous symbols is equal or greater
than the minimal Hamming distance of the code, whereas
in the uncoded case, there may be a single erroneous
symbol only. In other words, if and

are nonparallel, they differ on at least positions.
Hence

where

For the uncoded constellation

Besides , therefore, the gain is

(11)

Observe that the minimal algebraic norm may not be
increased when an incorrect path is selected, but the
diversity order is certainly increased.

• The expansion factor:
For brevity, we restrict ourselves to the case of con-

volutional codes for which The expansion factor
is defined by [5] as

(12)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Trellis diagram of (a)D4;2, (b) E8;4, and (c)E6;3:

where is the input lattice, if and
if or The number

is the index of in the lattice
The fundamental coding gain is

(13)

It depends on the signal-to-noise ratio through; nonetheless,
when the signal-to-noise ratio increases and , then
the gain tends toward

(14)

This parameter no longer depends on Since we wish to
guarantee in order to reach the partitioning gain,
we need TCM codes whose parallel transition group is
If is increased, the partitioning gain is reached with
smaller values of the signal-to-noise ratio. Hence, there is a
tradeoff between the complexity and the speed for obtaining
the partitioning gain. The gains are valid for large signal sets
and do not take into account side effects due to the mapping
at the bit level.

C. Examples

In order to propose an easily implementable construction,
we look for an algebraic integer such that
Two coset codes already used on the Gaussian channel with

-type and -type signal sets, respectively, are combined
with the lattice constellations built in Section V-B where

and These two schemes display good performance on
both the fading channel and the Gaussian channel. Computer
simulations confirm our theoretical analysis.

Example 1: A -CROSS signal set rotated by is
combined with a -state Ungerboeck code of rate [15].
The partition chain with the corresponding minimum distances
and the minimum algebraic norms are shown below. This
partition corresponds to the multiplication by in

Minimal
alg. norm

It is optimal in the sense that is embedded onto the
lattice Therefore, the minimum Euclidean norm and
the minimum algebraic norm are multiplied by two at each
partition level. Consequently, the fundamental coding gain is

(5.44 dB) on the Gaussian channel, whereas the
asymptotic gain on the Rayleigh fading channel is (6
dB). Simulations results are shown in Fig. 5(a). The uncoded

-QAM rotated by is denoted by -R-QAM and the
coded -CROSS rotated by is referred to as a coded

-R-CROSS.
Example 2: The four-dimensional trellis modulation

scheme described in this subsection employ a compact set
of points picked out of The partition

is mapped by on the partition obtained when is
applied to

where

as shown below. The minimum algebraic norm is multiplied
by two at each partition level and the minimum Euclidean
distances are

where is the minimum Euclidean distance of
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Minimal
alg. norm

Hence we have partitioned as proposed by [15], [16] in
order to build 16 subsets of type with 32 points each.
Next we rotate them by applying The constellation is
combined with a -state Wei code of rate and with
a -state Ungerboeck code of rate . In the latter case,
the fundamental gains have the same value on the Gaussian
channel and on the Rayleigh fading channel,

(4. 52 dB) whereas in the first case, and
On the Gaussian channel, the number of states is

increased in order to minimize the error coefficient and the
corresponding improvement is small. On the contrary, there is
always a significant advantage in increasing the partition depth
on the Rayleigh fading channel.

A similar partition can be obtained with the lattice
built in Section VI-C, Situation 1. Indeed, since

the situation is much simpler because multiplication
by is easily analyzed with respect to

• its effect on the minimal Euclidean distance, it is multi-
plied by at each partition level;

• its effect on the minimal algebraic norm, it is multiplied
by at each partition level.

We keep the notation introduced in Section VI–C, we recall
that We have

Minimal
alg. norm

What makes the previous situation preferable is the diversity
order four, instead of two in this case.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

We have built lattice constellations for the fading channel in
such a way as to embrace all the good known constellations
and to suggest extensions. Coset codes combined with such
constellations are characterized in a similar way as on the
Gaussian channel in terms of geometrical parameters such as
the fundamental coding gain.

A good partition is obtained when the natural partition of the
number ring from which the constellation originates is mapped
onto a good partition with respect to the Euclidean distance.
When the partition is congruent to the partition of a binary lat-
tice, Ungerboeck’s codes or Wei’s codes offer significant gain
on the Rayleigh fading channel with unchanged performance
on the Gaussian channel.

On the decoding side, two- and four-dimensional schemes
do not require highly efficient algorithms and the suboptimum
decoder proposed by Boutillon [17] has proved good enough.
However, since the achievable diversity order increases with
the dimension, the need for an efficient decoding algorithm is
obvious.
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